
With Mappt   there is no vendor lock in, so it works with all major GIS applications
TM  

UTILITIES

Whether it’s water, electricity or gas, Mappt   will power 
your data collection with its simple yet smart tools

DROP DOWN FORMS
Select standard nomenclature for describing 
asset conditions instead of repetitive typing

IMPORTING & EXPORTING
Once back online, quickly and easily upload 
urgent issues to the field maintenance team

TESTIMONIAL
“Mappt is a great application for gathering geospatial data. It’s extremely user friendly and we received 
helpful and prompt assistance with any questions we had. I have trialled half a dozen other promising 

programs, and this was definitely a standout from the crowd.”

Michael Mills
 Arbor Care

GEOTAGGED PHOTOS
Pin images of infield observations onto 

your map for asset inspections

WMS/WFS
Stream data directly from corporate 

databases for immediate asset details

THEMATIC MAPPING
Classify assets according to attributes 

such as age, condition and priority

GEOFENCING
Identify hazardous areas and use geofences to 

mark them out to ensure staff stay safe 

TM  



UTILITIES
FEATURES FREE STANDARD PRO

Create and edit points, lines and polygons

Full data entry and attributes

 Import vector data (SHP, KML, KMZ and GeoJSON)

Measurement tools (distance, area, etc)

Google Maps API advanced caching

Projection control (UTM and Lat/Long)

Import data from local disk, email or Google Drive

Full layer control 2 only

Form based data entry 2 only

GPS tracking 10 minutes

Geotagged photos 5 only

Geofencing with alert management

Export data to local disk, email or Google Drive

Save and export projects

Thematic mapping (data classification)

Unlimited offline file size for ECW/JP2 imagery 1GigaPixel Max  

WMS/WFS 1.0, 1.1 & 2.0 support

ESRI compact cache bundle support

Prioritised email support

OPTION 1: FLAT PAYMENT FREE US $590 US $790
ANNUAL SUPPORT & MAINTENANCE FREE US $110 US $150

OPTION 2: MONTHLY PAYMENT FREE US $60 US $80
ANNUAL SUPPORT & MAINTENANCE INCLUDED IN MONTHLY PRICE

Website:  www.mappt.com.au
Email:    sales@mappt.com.au
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